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The expected outputs of goods and services are expressed in
standard service wide terminology as per FSH - Management tnformation Handbook, 1309.11 (9/20/77).
Output

Quantity

Improved Watershed Conditions (by 1990)

0 M Acres

Maintained Watershed Conditions (by 1990)

0 M Acres

Retrogussed Watershed Conditions

31 M Acres

Improved Water Quality to Meet Minimum
Standards (by 1990)

NONE

Soil Resource Improvement

0 MAcres
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Improved Watershed Conditions (by 1990}

0 M Acres

I.

INTRODUCTION

The nature of the decision to be made is to select a management
alternative which will correct the unsatisfactory resource conditions induced by long term overgrazin~ and poor manaqement of the
Bar X, Haigler Creek, Colcord and Young Allotments hereinafter referred to as the Bar X.
The current term grazing permit for the Bar X Ranch orovides for
468 cattle yearlong and all of the yearling progeny for 10 months.
Until December 31, 1977, 10 horses yearlong had been oermitted by
Free Use Permit. Beginning January 1, 1978, 10 horses are inc1udec
in the term pennit in lieu of 10 cattle. Each of the allotments
and the respective term pennit numbers are shO\·m belo\'/ by kind,
class, and season of use.
Number Of Kind Of
Class Of Kind Of Period Of Use Grazing
Livestock Livestock Livestock Permit From
To Allotment
188
107
35

163
75
82
25

Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle

Adult
Yearlings
Adult
Adult
Yearlings
Adult
Yearlings

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

1/1
1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

12/31 Bar X
10/31 Bar X
12/31 Colcord
12/31 Young
10/31 Young

12/31 Haigler c,
10/31 Haigler Cl

Severe overgrazing and poor management have depleted not only the
range resource, but wildlife habi tat, soils, and \olatershed qualitiE
The Range Analysis update, completed in 1978 reflects the lack of
resource capability to sustain the current system of management.
Several resource specialists have prepared reports based on thoroui
on-the-ground investigation concerning conditions on the Bar X.
These reports were incorporated into the 1976 Range
Analysis to determi ne grazing capability and improve management
practices required to correct existing resource condition problems
Since the 1940's, range inspections and range resource evaluations
have described deteriorating range and soil conditions on the Bar;
Haigler Creek, Colcord and Young Allotments. The 1966 Range Jl.nal,vi
indicated an estimated capacity of 2,532 animal unit months (50¾ 1(
than the currently perriitted numbers). Rather than force a reduction in AUM's, an intensive allotment management plan was attemote<
v,hich included a grazing system, non-use for resource protection
{approximately 890 AUM's} and extensive juniper eradication . The
management plan failed, primarily due to the lack of forafle sufficient to support the numbers grazed and the desirable vegetative
community. It became necessary to allo\'1 the livestock to scatter
throughout the allotment and graze pastures actually scheduled for
rest under the attempted management system. The juniper eradication program consisted of pushing the juniper trees with a crawler
tractor, piling and burning them. Under continued overstocking,
range and soil conditions continued to deteriorate despite the
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effort to manage and eradicate juniper. The non-use agreement for
resource protection dated 1/15/68 was discontinued when the curren1
permittee, Mr. Glenn Hamilton, acquired the ranch. Significant
unauthorized livestock use occurred and ,-,as detected in 1975 (3CJ9
AUM s) during Mr. Hamil ton s tenure as permit tee. This factor
tended to further aggravate the declining resource condition.
I

I

A review of data collected in the past and a comparison tlith resource data collected fro~ 1971 to 1978 portrays a resource steadil

deteriorating as a direct result of severe overstocking and ooor
management. As the quality of range and soil conditions decline,
grazing capacity also dwindles. Hith continued reduced grazing
capacity, graz ing utilization of available forage effectively increases resulting in further resource depletion.

The 'management alternative selected will not only have an impact or
natural resources, but may have social. economic and oolitical rami
fications .
Any mana9ement action taken which, of necessity, includes reducing
the tenn number of livestock permitted to graze on National Forest
Land may be met by resistance from the permittee, local comunity
and the ranching community of greater Gila County and, possibly,
the livestock industry at large in Arizona.
Implementation of any alternative viewed as "adverse" action agaim
the term permit numbers on the Bar X may resu1t in inquiries by trn
Congressional Delegation and State Legislators. A continuation of
the current management and stocking level will ultimately result
in an irreversibly depleted range resource incapable of supporting
an economic livestock operation.
Resource conditions of the Bar X are believed to be in a state tha1
will respond to rangeland improvel"!ent as a result of oroper stockir
adjustment and management, designed to arrest further deterioratior
and reverse the do\tm\'tard trend of the resource conditions.. Adaotation and imolementation of an alternative that \'/ill allow reversal
of the deterioration process \·Jill result in a negative, short term.
impact on the Bar X permittee. In terms of l on~-term productivity .
economic vi abi 1 i ty of the ranch v1i 11 be imoroved through manaqeJ11en1
geared to and resulting in an inproved range forage hase and sustained yield.
I I.

~FFECTED ENVIRONltENT

Bar X Ranch is currently coJ11pri sed of f our !'.)razinq all otments:
Bar X, Haigler Creek. Young and Colcord. These allotments have
been conbined int o one ranch unit and m~naqed as a single operatior
since 1973.

The

'
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The Bar Xis quite variable in topography and tyoe of terrain.
Approximately 30% of the area is rolling, gently undulating slopes
broken by several, minor drainages and canyons. The remainder of
the ranch is quite steep and rocky. Rock bluffs, outcroppings and
7Clt to 90% slopes are common along Haigler Creek and Naegelin Rim.
Vegetative types found on the allobnents are as follows: (1) piny<
juniper, (2) ponderosa pine, (3) grassland, (4) chaparral, and (5)
riparian.
The local climate on the Pleasant Valley Ranger District is characterized by mi ld sU1tVTiers and winters. The averaqe annual orecipitation is 19.37 inches (Effects of Domestic Livestock Grazino on
!•later and Soils Resources of the Bar X Allotment - 1C)77T. The
highest peak of effective growing season precipitation occurs
during July through September. Spring moisture is important although to a lesser degree, and is received during Harch through
May. The month of June is normally dry and very warm. \leather
records at the Pleasant Valley Ranger Station (see appendix) indicate that the precipitation average during the period July throu~
September is 8.0 inches.
Winter and spring moisture are very important in the physiological
development of cool season grasses such as western wheatgrass
(Agropyron smithii), muttongrass (Poa fendleriana), Kentucky bluegi
(Poa pratensis), bottlebrush squirreltail (Sitanion hystrix). and
plains lovegrass (Era rostis intermedia). Importa nt browse specie!
such as mountain mahogany Cercocarpus brev;floris) and ceanothus
(Ceanothus spp.} rely on winter and spring ~oisture for leader
growth. The moisture received during the summer is utilized most
efficiently by \·1arm season grass species such as sideoats grar:ia
(Bouteloua curti endula), blue grama (_!!. gracilis), hairy grama
(~- hirsuta , cane beardgrass (Andropogon barbinodis) and Aristida
hamulosa.
The majority of the rangeland on the Bar Xis in poor range condition \'Ji th a downward trend ( see 1978 Bar X Range Ana 1ys is , Appendi ~
In addition, small areas of fair as well as very poor r ange condition may be found with a downward trend also in evidence on these
areas. The \•1oodland/grassland areas at the lm·1er elevation zones
(5500- 5900 feet) are rapidly deteriorating under current stocking
levels. A prolonged history of overstocking and uns ati sfactory
anaf)ement has depleted the range resource to a very critical
point. Nearly all desirable cool season qrasses su ch as bo ttl ebru:
squirreltail, muttongrass , and \'tes t ern wheatgras s have been eli minated froin the pl ant con111unity. At present . most areas still
have an exi sting seed source of some des irabl e l·1arm season r ange
plants such as blue grama . hairy granw and si deoats grana . Therefore, protecti on from overgr az ing for an extended per iod of ti me
will ca use range condi tion to i mp rove . The pi ne typP i s severel y
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depleted of all vegetative ground cover. Ground cover is not
adequate, composed predominantly of ponderosa pine needle-cast
(1978 Bar X Range Analysis and Bar X Soils Reoort 1978). Grass
and desirable forb species \·1ithin the pine type are overgrazed
severely, resulting in a deteriorated plant corrmunity in terms of
desirable species composition. Under extreme utilization, the
desirable species such as Kentucky bluegrass, pine dropseed
(Blepharoneuron tricholepis) and western wheatgrass have been
drastically reduced in density \·1hich in turn has reduced total
effective ground cover needed to prevent excessive sheet erosion.
The overall browse resource is in poor condition as evidenced by
excessive hedging which is due to overuse by livestock of the
desirable browse species. Steep slopes and areas which would
normally be ungrazed with proper stocking are currently utilized
extensively because of the lack of sufficient forage in more ac
cessible areas.

-

Soils within the Bar X have been adversely effected. The excessivE
utilization of grass by livestock has resulted in a loss of plant
vigor and grass plant die-off. On most soil units, effective
ground cover is currently less than the amount required to protect
the soil, allowing massive sheet erosion. A lack of vegetative
cover allows extensive, rapid moisture run-off, causing sheet
erosion and gully erosion. Livestock trampling has also caused
soil compaction, compounding the run-off problem affected by over
utilization of grass. Extensive run-off has reduced plant avail
able moisture in the soil. Hatershed conditions are �valuated in
the Forest Hydrologist's re�ort, Effects of Domestic livestock
Grazing on Water and Soils Resources of the Bar X Allotment - 1977
(Appendix) and in the 1978 Soils Reoort - Bar X,(Appendix}.
Wildlife habitat has been damaged significantly by the removal
of herbaceous plant cover. The decrease in forage production
induced by continuous overgrazing has greatly reduced the required
cover for viable populations of game and non-game species of wild
life. The near eli�ination of cool season grasses from the plant
community in the woodland zone by domestic livestock grazing has
resulted in habitat without the diversity of plant snecies needed.
The limitation of plant diversity in turn limits the diversity of
wildlife species to be found.
Deer and cattle are in direct competition for browse. This is
especially evident in the pine type, but is also a concern in the
lower elevation, woodland areas. Wildlife habitat conditions are
described and analyzed in the l!ildlife Habitat Analysis of the Bar
Allotment and Sheep Driveway - 1977, (Appendix).
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III.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Each of the alternatives described wi11 be evaluated using the goals
and objectives specified in the Bar X Range Analysis and the goals
set forth for range, ~,ildlife, watershed and soils in the Tonto
National Forest Mission Statement. 1977 (Appendix).
Tonto National Forest Mission Statement:
The Tonto National Forest Range resource goals, which reflect the recommended R.P.A. Goals, emphasize a program \·thich will (1) bring
the range resource under proper stocking, (2) correct unsatisfactory
watershed conditions, and (3) provide forage without impairing l and
productivity to t he extent benefits are corrmensurate with costs .
Long term goals for the four allotments comprising the Bar X Ranch
are as follm-.,s:
1. Reverse the downward trend in range condition.
2. Meet the physiological growth requirements of desirable
range forage species to improve range condition.
3. Improve and enhance \-1ildlife habitat.
4. Improve aquatic habitat along perennial streams.
5. Improve deteriorated ~,atershed condition through increased
litter accumulation, grass plant density and reduction of
soi l compaction by livestock trampling and raindrop impact.
6. Improve soil condition by controlling soil erosion and
arresting the expansion of vertic soil*
through an
increase in litter and vegetative cover {effective ground
cover).
Management objectives to be attained within a 10 year period follO\·dn!
implementation of an improved management system:
1.

Increase desirabl e forage production on the areas suitable
for grazing from the current average of 200 pounds per acre
to 600 pounds per acre (300Z) .

2.

Increase desirable forage plant densi ty and effective vegetative ground cover in critical areas within the juniper
and grassland type from the current 20 ' (vegetation+ litter)
to 40% (vegetation+ litter).

*Vertie soils in this instance are Udorthentic Chromusterts. They
are high in content of montmoril lonitic clays . which have a tendency
to shrink and swell (churning process} when unprotected by adequate
vegetative cover or have the top soil horizon eroded away. The process usually precludes the establishment or maintenance of desirable
bunchgrasses native to the area.
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3.

Regenerate desirable riparian vegetation, both woody and
herbaceous species, along major stream courses (currently,
there is little or no reproduction).

4.

Arrest the expansion of vertic (churning) soils and allow
possible reclamation of existing vertic areas (Soil Unit 68).

5.

Improve desirable bro�,se vigor and provide for establishment
of seedlings.

6.

Provide adequate herbaceous cover and food for indigenous
wildlife needs.

7.

Improve plant community composition by allowing.desirable
cool season and warm season grass species to become reestab
lished (bottlebrush squirreltail, western \-Jheatgrass,
muttongrass, cane beardgrass and plains lovegrass}.

The tests used to evaluate the feasibility of the alternatives con
sidered are professional judgments and assessments based upon range
resource inventories, wildlife habitat inventories, watershed con
dition reports, soil resource inventories, established research pro
jects, other established range management systems, and commonly re
cognized and accepted ecological principles and relationships.
IV.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
The process used in formulating the alternatives contained herein is
that established in the Allotment Analysis Handbook, Southwestern
Region, USFS, which includes updating vegetative type map, range
condition map and grazing capability map; development of various
alternative management plans; remeasurement and analysis of 3-step
transects; remeasurement and analysis of paced transects; conducting
production-utilization studies; preparation of a wildlife habitat
analysis; preparation of a soils analysis; preparation of \'1atershed
and hydrologic analysis.
The alternatives developed for consideration originate from tNo pre
dominant sources: (1) the 1978 Bar X Range Analysis and (2) a 1977
Management Proposal presented by Glenn Hamilton > Bar X Permittee.

The two alternatives (Ill and #2) presented by the 1978 Bar X Range
Allotment Analysis are the products of an in-depth inventory and
assessment of a broad spectrum of resources as influenced by current
overgrazing on the allotment. Each is designed to provide for utili
zation of the productive potential of the land.

The third alternative is a modification of alternative E2 and merely
eliminates capital investments as described in alternative #2.
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~ l tern a ti ve

·n4 as proposed by the permi ttee, Mr. Hamilton, presents
the stocking limits and management level that he is voluntarily
willing to implement.

Alternative #5 provides a grazing capacity and management system
that does not incorporate soils data in determination of grazing
capability.
Alternative #6 was developed to indicate the predicated results and
effects of disregarding the information provided by the 1978 Bar X
Range Analysis.

V. ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION
Alterna ti ve 1

Close the Bar X, Haigler Creek, Young and Colcord Allotments to Grazir
The Soil Survey data indicates that under current management and

stocking, effective ground cover has been reduced suffi ciently to
allow soil loss in excess of 5 tons per acre. This erosive condi tion is quite extensive and is found throughout the Bar X with few
exceptions.
At present, the Bar X contains a total of 742 acres of Full Capacity*
range . These acres are located primarily in soil unit 68 \'/hich
contains 301 Udorthentic Chromusterts (Vertie Soils) and are essentially barren. This fragile soil condition warrants an allowable
grazing use percentage of 20f, in order to provide potenti al for improved plant vigor and litter accumulation. The estimated capacity
for the Bar X, incorporating soils data and the Production-Utilizatior
data from the 1973- 75 studies, is 30 AUM's. Grazing 30 AUM's on the
Bar X Allotments is considered neither physically nor economically
feasible. The Full Capacity areas are widely scattered over the four
allotments \'lhich comprise agross area of 31,000 acres. Implementing
the indicated stocking rate of 30 AUM's will, in effect, close the
Bar X to grazing .

*Three catagories of grazing capability are outl ined i n the & lotment
Anal1-sis Handbook R-3 1978; Fu11 Capacity range is terrain which is
presently sta ble because effective ground cover is holding soil loss
to an acceptable level. Potential Capac ity is terrain presently
undergoing accelerated erosion because it does not have sufficient
ground cover to protect the soil. Those soils have the potential to
recover . No Capacity is terrain \'Jhich is i ncapabl e of being grazed b.}
domestic livestock on a sustai ned-yield bas i s under reasonable management goal s.
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After an extended period of no grazing, when adequate ground cover is
accumulated to hold soil loss to an acceptable level, the areas
currently classified as Potential Capacity (PC) range could be reclassified as Full Capacity (FC) range. This would allow the range
to be opened to livestock grazing at a predetermined stocking rate,
which would be of sufficient numbers to offer an economically prudent opportunity .
Alternative 2
Graze the Bar X, Haigler Creek. Young and Colcord Allotments with
Numbers and Season of Use S ecified b the Production-Utilization
Studies with Additional Rane Im rovements - 210 AUM's 17 CYL .
Reduce stocking to 210 AUM's as determined by the Production-Utilizati
Studies conducted in 1973, 1 74 and '75 (17 cattle yearlong).
This alternative entails allocating capacity on those areas determinec
to be Potential Capacity areas. Selection of this alternative involvE
the risk of failing to reduce soil loss to an acceptable level (two
tons per acre on most soils) . (Bar X Soils Report - 1977 and 1978
Bar X Range Analysis.)
This alternative requires developing an on-the-ground implementation c
an intensive grazing management system which goes beyond just meeting
the physiological growth requirements of the existing grass plants.
Actual forage utilization must be lov, enough to provide opportunities
grass seedling establishment, litter accumulation, an overall increase
desirable forage plant density, and an improvement in range condition.
The proposed management system in this alternative to be implemented c
the Bar Xis a variation of the Santa Rita Three Pasture System. The
system provides for spring-summer rest two years out of three. Research at the Santa Rita Experimental Range near Tucson indicates that
this system 1•iill provide the fastest range condition improvement and
incorporates opportunities to provide rest for pastures during implementation of non-structural range improvement, (Responses of Semidesert Grasses to Seasonal Rest, Martin, S. Clark - Journal of Range
Management - May 1973, pg. 165-170.)
Since the Bar X, Haigler Creek, Col cord and Young Allotments have
more than an adequate number of fences, pastures, and developed and
natural s tock \·1aters , several uni ts have been combined to provide
three major grazing units of simil ar grazing capacity. These units
are combined as foll ows :
*Unit fJl - Bar X, Oxbm·1, I-lest llole and +Y
*Unit #2 - Grasshopper, Windmill
*Unit #3 - Dry Creek, Round Moun t ain, St eer

*See attached ma nagement plan map (appendix ) .
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In the process of combining pastures and forming major grazing
units, several livestock management benefits are provided. Each
major grazing unit is composed of at least t\-iO pastures which will
allow management alternatives such as bull pastures> v,eaning pastures,
horse pastures, or specialized breeding pastures .
The proposed system of management would fol low this grazing schedule:
Year (2)

Year (1)

!l.!ill
#1

12

#3

Unit
#1
#2
#3

Spring
SulTlller
Graze
Rest
Rest

Winter
Rest
Graze
Rest

Spring
Summer
Rest
Rest
Graze

Year (3)
Spring
Summer

Winter

Year (4)
Spring
Summet
Winter

Rest
Graze
Rest

Rest
Rest
Graze

Graze
Rest
Rest

Hinter
Graze
Rest
Rest

Rest
Graze
Rest

The proposed system of management is not possible and wi ll not produce the positive benefits needed unless stocking is drastically
reduced . If the adjustment in numbers is prolonged over time, in
excess of five years, another system may be needed in the interim
period.
The proposed grazing system will accomodate several types of livestock management opportuniti es such as a cow-calf operation, a
yearling operation (seasonally) or a cow-calf-yearling operation
with only minor adjustments in livestock movement dates.
Non-structural range improvement on the Bar Xis drastically limited
by soil sens i tivity and erosion hazard. Any proposed treatment of
the range must not cause significant soil disturbance . Since most
of the areas suitable for mechanical juniper control were treated in
the late 1960 1 s additional pushing or bulldozing juniper, chaining,
cabling, or major soil scarification for seeding are all significant disturbances which the soil resource cannot tolerate. Vegetation manipulation must be limited to the follm-,ing items : broadcast burning in the juniper and oak type upon accumulation of enough
fine fuel to carry fire, broadcast burning in the grassland areas
to maintain the grassland type, herbicidal treatment {by hand) of
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alligator juniper (Juniperus deppeana), and broadcast seeding.
Proposed non-structural range improvement work includes:
(1) broadcast burning of 2,278 acres to maintain grassland-savannah
and (2) juniper control on 574 acres . The proposed juniper control
could be conducted via a Cooperative Agreement with the permittee
to cut juniper with a chainsaw and remove all material over a three
inch diameter from the site. Upon completion, each stump would be
treated with an herbicide such as pelleted picloram to prevent resprouting.
Adequate structural range improvements exist on the allotment, but
will require some heavy maintenance to ensure their effectiveness .
Alternative 3
Graze the Bar X, Haigler Creek, Young and Colcord Allotments with
the Numbers and Season of Use S ecified b the Production-Utilizatic
Studies - 210 AUM's ~Jithout Additional Rane Im rovements 17 CYL
This alternative is similar to alternative #2 with the exception
that capital investments are not made to develop additional improvements.
The estimated grazing capacity is the same as in alternative ~2
(210 AUM's) but through time, grazing capacity can be expected to
decline as juniper invasion increases due to an absence of maintenance measures.
The proposed grazing system is identical to that proposed in alternative #2.
Additional structural range improvements such as ,-,ater development
and cross fencing are not needed. The implementation of the 1966
Bar X rianagement Plan provided for adequate water developmentaild
cross fencing. The existing improvements with maintenance wi 11 provide the opportunity for intensive range management under proper
stocking.
Alternative 4
Permittee' s .Proposal - Bar X Range t1ana gemcnt Proposal - 1977
This proposal (see appendix) involves reducing the base livestock
herd to 200 cm-,s and 16 bull s , i mpr oving livestock husbandry practices, eliminating yearlong carryover, developi ng a ~razing rotatio1
system and allm1ing the term grazing permit to remain as currently
recorded, 468 cattl e yearlong and 207 yearlings from January 1 to
October 31. In addition to grazing 216 adult cattle yearlong on
the Bar X, this alternative provi des for grazin9 apnroxil'late1.Y
500 head of steers averaging four hundred pounds for five months
(June 1 to October 31). The number of yearlings would be deter-
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mined on an annual hasis in relation to feed availability and
range condition".
11

The proposal by Mr. Hamilton does not present a specific grazing
system or type of rotation. It does indicate the need to provide
"periodic physiological rest to the forage species to initiate
range improvement".
The alternative involves some erosion control work, earthern stock
dam construction and pinyon-juniper control work, but costs and
acreages involved are not illustrated (see appendix).
Alterna ti ve 5
Graze the Bar Xt Haigler Creek , Young and Colcord Allotments with
Numbers of Livestock and Season of Use Specified by the ProductionUtilization Studies - 710 AUM's Im roved Mana ement and Additional
Rane Im rovements 59 CVL.
Soils data not utilized in determination of grazing capabi lity.
Selection of this alternative involves a risk of failure, because
grazing capacity i s based on some areas identified as Potential
Capacity and No Capacity sites in the 1979 Bar X Allotment Analysis
as adjusted by the Bar X Soils Report 1978.
This alternative is similar to alternative #2 in that the grazing
system and proposed non-structural range improvement orogram are
identical. Adequate structural improvements exist on the allotment but ~nll require some heavy maintenance to ensure effectiveness.
Alternative 6
Take No Action - continue the present stocking level, level of management. 468 CYL and 207 Yearlinqs 10 months.
The current grazing system provides yearlong rest in alternative
years for the pine type ranges. Each pasture in the \•/oodl and Zone
is grazed during the year with a deferment system which provides
seasonal deferment July through September for some pasture units.
The current stocking rate is t oo high to enable imple~entation of
a grazing system that will provi de resource protection and a favorable adjus tment of range condition and trend.
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This alternative precludes any capital investments for structural
and non-structural range improvement because the level of overstocking will pre-empt the possibility of successful implementation
of any management system with respect to sustained yield resource
production and protection and, hence, livestock producti on will eliminate itself over time.

VI.

EFFECTS OF IMPL£t1ENTATION
Alternative Cl - Close to Grazill[
Direct Effects
The "close to grazin~" alternative \>llll fulfill the goals and
objectives outlined in the 1978 Bar X Range Analysis and meets
the Tonto National Forest Mission Statement requirements. The
primary alternative indicated in that analysis is closure to
livestock grazing because of excessive soil loss currently
occurring on 97% of the land within the Oar X. (See 1978 Bar X
Range Analysis, and Bar X Soils Report - 1978.)
Watershed conditions, which are cl osely associated with soils
condition, will respond positively through increased plant density and litter accumulation. The primary watershed problem is
the lack of vegetative ground cover to protect the soil. (See
Effects of Domestic Livestock Grazin on Soil and 14atershed
Conditions on the Bar X Allotment - 1978.
Range condition will improve through improved plant vigor, improved species composition, improved species diversity, and increased plant density.
The wildlife habitat in the area will improve through increased
herbaceous cove1·, browse availability, improved riparian conditions and increased herbaceous food production. (See Wildlife
Habitat Conditions on the Bar X Allotments and HebPr-Reno Sheep
Driveway - 1977.}
The implementation of this alternative will result in an unavoidable adverse economic impact on the Bar X penoittee througl
the elimination of cattl e grazing on the Oar X as an income
opportunity. Under current market conditions, the sale of livestock and the base property ,,10uld nearly redeem the original
investf'lent in the ranch operation. This alternative \·Jill undoubtly result in a loss of ef'llployment for one or possibly t\-10
people currently working on the Bar X.
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Sociological impacts t1ithin the community of You ng \-/ill be
minimal with the exception that Forest Service - grazing permittee relationships may be strained.
A minor lo$S of income to the United States Treasury will result through l ost grazing fees.
Selection of this alternative and it's subsequent implementation \•1ill provide the protection necessary to insure long-term
productivity of the l and. After a period of closure (approximately 20 years) to livestock grazing, when resource recovery
has occurred, the area could be reopened to grazing under proper
stocking and management.
This alternative does not irreversibly or irretrievably conmit
natural resources. Livestock grazing under any form or intensit
will risk continued resource deterioration and possibly become
an irreversible loss of the resource due to soil loss.
This alternative \·1il1 result in several indirect effects, due tc
changes in the plant community, ie. increased plant density,
species composition change.
As improved or enhanced wildlife habitat wi ll result in an improved population of wildlife. increased herbaceous cover will
result in an increase in rodent, jack rabbit, and cottontail
rabbit populations. Other species of wildlife such as predator}
mammals and raptors will increase in proportion to availability
of prey.
An improvement in wildlife habitat and populations coul d result
in improved recreational opportunities of hunting and wildlife
observation.
The protection of riparian zones and upstream watersheds will
result in improved cover and food for both fish and wildlife.
As a result, ilaigler Creek could once again become a significan1
fishery in this area providing increased recreational opportuni1
to the public .
Increased grass cover and subsequent accumulation of litter wil 1
result in a greater fire hazard . This effect is not considered
an adverse effect in that the use of fire as a management tool
may be desirable in some areas of the woodland zone . The accumt
lation of fine fuels in the woodland and grassland types will
greatly improve opportunities for management and vegetation
manipulation \·Jith fire. The pine type will not be affected by
this alternative in terms of effects in fire hazard or buildup
of fine fuels.
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This alternative will not have an impact on timber resources,
mineral resources or transportation systems. The Bar X does
not contain any wilderness areas or areas inventoried in RARE II
Expected Outputs and Expenditures
The expected outputs of goods and servi ces are expressed in
standard service wide terminology as per FSH - Management Information Handbook - 1309-11 {9/20/77}:
Output
Improve Watershed Condition {by 1990)
Maintained Watershed Condition
Retrogressed Watershed Condition
Grazing Use-Livestock (AUM's)
Improved ~Jater Quality to Meet Minimum Standards
(by 1990)
Soil Resource Improvement

Quantity
31 M Acres
O Acres
0 Acres
0 AUM's
7 .8 11 Ac. Ft. (es
31 M Acres

This alternative does not require capital investments for implementation and would be considered cost effective from a publi
dollar investment stand point.
Alternative #2 - Graze \·Jith the Number of Livestock and Season of Us
S eci f ied b the Production-Utilization Studies wi th Addi t ional Ran
Im rovements - 210 AUM's 17 CYL and Im roved Nana enent.
Direct Effects
Since this alternative requires that grazing capacity be assigne
to Potential Capacity range, an unacceptable amount of sheet
erosion may continue. Potenti al Capacity classification indicat
a lack of effective ground cover to protect the soil from erosio
The use of soils data in the 1978 Bar X Allotment Analysis reflects the lack of good ground cover, and the very high probability of continued unacceptable soil loss through sheet erosion
and gullying under any grazing alternative.
Incorporating an allov,able use figure of 20~ forage utilization
weight on critical areas should provide for the physiological
requirements of desirable forage plants and provide an opportunity for range condition improvement.

by

l-lildlife cover will be ir.iproved over the existing situation by
leaving so: of the forage production; however, if sheet erosi on
continued because of a denuded watershed, aqua t ic habitat for
1•1ildlife and fic;heries cannot be expected to improve, (Pot enti al
Capacity sites).
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The goals and objectives considered in evaluation of this alternative \'lill not be completely fulfilled through its implementation , although the possibility of limited long- term resource
recovery does exist.
This alternative provides grazing capacity for 17 cattle on a
year-long basis. Grazing 17 cattle on 31,000 acres of rugged,
forested terrain may not be a prudent economic endeavor in regar
to maintenance of improvements and labor requirements. Theimplementation of this alternative will result in an unavoidable
adverse economic impact on the Bar X permittee through the elimination of cattle grazing on the Bar X as an income opportunit}
Under current market conditions, the sale of livestock and the
base property would nearly redeem the original investment in thE
ranch operation . The implementation of this alternative may
result in a loss of employment for a resident ranch foreman .
Sociological impacts within the community of Young will be minin
with exception that Forest Service-grazing permittee relationships may be strained.
Indirect effects anticipated from implementation of this alternative include some increase i n populations of wildlife directl;
and indirectly dependent on herbaceous cover and/or food. Increased recreational opportunities such as hunting and wildlife
observation could be expected.
Improved riparian conditions may result in increased fishing
opportunities in Haigler Creek.
The possibility of increased grass cover will result in an increase of fine fuels. The accumulated fine fuels could be utili
in control burning to enhance rangeland productivity and control
woody plant invasion.
This alternative will not have an impact on timber resources,
mineral resources or transportation systems. Wilderness and inventoried RARE 11 areas are not located in the four allotments.
Expected Outputs and Expenditures
The expected outputs of good s and services are expressed in
standard service \'Jide terminology as pe1~ FSH - tlana_gement Information Handbook) 1309.11 (9/ 20/77):
Output
.9.!!_antity
Improved t,Jate rshed Conditions {by 1990)
29 M Acres
f1aintained Hate rshed Condi t ions (by 1990 )
2 M Acres
Retrogressed l~a tershed Conditions
0 Acres
Grazing Use-Lives tock (AUM s per year)
210 AUM s
Improved Hater Quality to Mee t Minimum
UnknO\·m
Standards (by 1990)
Soil Resource Imp rovement
29 MAcres
1

1
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The capital investments included in the alternative are not
cost effective (cost/benefit}. The investment of each
dollar invested yields a return of twenty-six cents (1.00/.26).
The overall capital investment proposal in this alternative
has an estimated net present worth of $-40,700. The calculations were based on a $5.00 value of an AUM \·/ith a 10%
discount rate . A detailed cost effectiveness analysis for
this alternative is contained in the 1978 Bar X Range Analysis .
Since the 1978 Bar X Range Analysis and Bar X Soils Report
indicate that most of the Bar Xis not capable of sustained
grazing without risk of further excessive soil loss, long-term
productivity may decline as a result of the implementation
of this alternative .
The continuation of l ivestock grazing on the Bar X under any
intensity will risk continued resource degradation and possibly
become an irreversible resource loss due to the probability
of continued, excessive soil loss.
Alternative #3 - Graze the Bar X, Colcord, Young and Haigler Creek
Allotments with the Number of livestock and Season of Use Specified
b the Production-Utilization Studies Without Additional Rane Imrovements - 210 AUM's 17 CYL and \'lith Im roved Mana ement.
Direct Effects
The initial effects of implementation of this alternative will
be nearly identical to those described in the evaluation of
Alternative number two . However, two major differences are
inherent:
1.

The lack of control of juniper invasion on 574 acres will
most likely retain range condition in the poor category.

2.

A prescribed burn of 2,278 acres was proposed in alternative number two in order to control future juniper invasion.
Without this control work, range condition, forage productivity and grazing capacity may di mini sh. The use of herbicides currently appears to be very limited because of
uossible adverse environmental impact s . These possible
effects are assumptions based on the apparent plant corrvnunit
successional stage found in the general area of Young. The
two basic assumptions are: (1) overgrazi ng hils reduced the
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grass plant conmunity's ability to "out compete" woody plant
invasion and (2) the absence of fire in recent time {1880
through 1978) has allowed juniper to invade more rapidly
with the reduced grass plant competition. As discussed
in the effect of implementation of alternative number two,
a high risk of unacceptable soil loss will be expected ~nth
the implementation of this alternative . The conclusion is
based on the empirical mode1 developed from the Universal
Soil Loss Equation program utilized in the Bar X Soils Reper
This al ternative will result in a short term loss of cattle based
income opportunity on the lands i nvolved.
Indirect effects anticipated from implementation of this alternative are simi lar to those identified in alternative number two .
These include, possible increase in ,-1ildlife populations, improved
fisheries, and subsequent improved recreational opportunities .
The anticipated increase in grass cover will result in increased
fine fuels to carry fire .
This alternative will not have an impact on timber resources. minera
resources, transportation systems, wilderness resources or inventoried roadless areas.
Expected Outputs and Expenditures
The expected outputs of goods and services are expressed in standard
service wide terminology as per FSH - Management Information Handboo
1309.11 {9/20/77):
Output
Quantit~
Improved Hatershed Conditions (by 1990)
29 M Acres
Maintained Watershed Conditions {by 1990)
1 M Acres
Retrogressed Watershed Conditions ( by 1990)
1 MAcres
Grazing Use-Livestock (AUM' s per year}
210 AUM' s
Improved l·later Quality to Meet Mini mum
UnknO\•m
Standards (by 1990)
Soil Resource Improvement
28 MAcres
The prediction is based on the assumption that juniper canopy cover
can be expected to increase approximately 15% in the future and
thereby reduce forage production by a similar proportio11. (Paulsen,
H.A. , USDA Forest Service, Resear ch Paper RM-154 1 1975.)
Long-term productivity may be expected to dec line as a result of
implementation of this alternative because of a grad ual decline in
forage productivity and very possible, continued, excessi ve soil
loss.
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The continuation of livestock grazing on the Bar X under any intensity will risk continued resource degradation and possibly become an
irreversible resource loss due to the probability of continued, excessive soil loss.

Alternative #4 - Permittee ' s Proposal - Bar X Range Management Proposal,

1977.

Direct Effects
The alternative as presented by Mr. Hamilton, represents a voluntary, temporary and flexible reduction in AUM's of 38% . However,
the proposal states that the adjustment in stocking would not be
reflected in an adjustment of livestock numbers in the Bar X,
Colcord, Young and Haigler Creek tenn grazing permit. The implementation of this alternative will result in an unavoidable adverse
economic impact on the Bar X permittee through the reduction of
cattle grazing on the Bar X as an income opportunity. Under current
market conditions, however, the sale of livestock and the base property could nearly redeem the original investment in the ranch operation, if the permittee elected to do so.
The proposed reduction in grazing use is not nearly enough to allow
accomplishment of any of the goals and objectives specified in the
allotment analysis. In addition, the use of convenience non-use
to develop flexible stocking rates (as proposed) does not provide
the needed stability of numbers required to ensure that a reversion
to maximum permitted numbers does not occur prior to a time when the
resource condition has improved sufficiently to sustain this grazing
use. Adaptation of convenience non-use in such cases i s prohibited
by Forest Service Regulations (FSM 2231.71 and 2231.72).
If the flexibility in stocking (yearlings) element of the alternative was eliminated, the Bar X would still be overstocked by 86%.
2592 AUM's (Proposed) - *30 AUM's = 2562; 30 = 85%
*Capacity derived from the Analysis
The grazing permit would remain over obligated by 235i .
Under this intensity of overstocking, continued excessive soil loss
is inevitable with concomitant continued degradation of wildlife
habitat and watershed deterioration and a continued downward trend
in range condition. Forage production will continue to diminish
resulting in a further decrease in grazing capacity as well as potent
for resource condition recovery. As forage production decreases,
livestock will tend to consume more of the desirable browse species
intensifying the current competition with deer.
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Plant conrnunity composition will deteriorate further by a gradual
decline in density of decreaser species such as sideoats grarna \-Jhicl"
is a preferred warm season grass.
As a consequence of top soil loss through sheet erosion, areas of
vertic soil activity can be expected to expand; a phenomenon whkh
may not be reversible in terms of less than 10,000 years.

This alternative \·1ill result in a deteriorated wildlife habitat
which, in turn, will result in a declining wildlife population. Thi
will further provide decreased recreational opportunities for hunter
and wildlife observers. Further deterioration of aquatic habitat
along Haigler Creek \·/ill result in decreased fish survival and decreased fishing opportunities.
This alternative will not affect fire management, transportation
systems, wilderness or inventoried roadless areas, mineral resources
and timber resources.
The unavoidable adverse effects resultant from implementation of
this alternative are discu~sed in the Direct and Indirect Effects
section.
Implementation of this alternative \'lill sacrifice long-term productivity in favor of the short t erm grazing use. Potential land
capability to support both grazing, wildlife, and other uses will
continue to decline. Continuation of range, wildlife habitat,
\·1atershed and soil degradation by overgrazing will ultimately result
in an irreversible and irretrievable loss of forage, ~,ildlife, soil
and \·tater resources.
Alternative #5 - Graze the Bar X with Numbers of Livestock and Season of
Use Specified by the Production-Utilization Studies - 710 AUM's (59 CYL)
Improved Management and Additional Range Improvements - Soils Data not
Utilized in Determi nation of Grazing Capabil i ty.
Direct Effects
Without the use of soils information in determination of grazing
capability, the risk of continued excessive soil loss is extremely
high. The grazing capacity in thi s alternative is not only allocated on Potential Ca pacity area s , but al so on some No Capacity
sites (up to 50% slopes). The informa ti on and data deri ved from the
Soi l Survey of the Bar X and adjoi ning Sheep Driveway indi cates
that stocking rates of t his hi gh l evel would allow continued
deterioration of the watershed, cont inued excess ive soi l loss and,
consequently, deteriorated aquati c habi ta t.
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The effects of implementation are uncertain concerning reversal of
the downward trend in range condition. Range condition will probably stabilize at the present condition class rather than improve
substantially. Plant density and productivity will also probably
stabilize at present levels. The regeneration of riparian vegetation and the arrestation of vertic soil activity will probably not
occur. The very great possibility of adverse environmental impact
indicates the amount of risk to be assumed upon implementation of
this alternative.
\~ildlife habitat and br0\·1se conditions should improve somewhat
from implementation of this alternative. The predominant reason for
improvement will be the rest from l i vestock grazing specified in
the management plan . Herbaceous cover and food in the rested pastur
wil 1 be available for wildlife use. By fol lo"viing the proposed grazi
schedule and providing rest to certain pastures, actual use of avail
able forage may be extremely heavy on grazed pastures. Extreme util
zati on ( 65%+) every third year may adversely affect watershed, soil
and range conditions during and following this use.
The permi ttee' s rejection of this al t ern at i ve 1·1il l undoubtedly be as
intense as would be anticipated for the implementation of alternatives #1, #2, and #3. This alternative will result in a loss of
short-term income opportunities compared to current oppprtunities
with present l i vestock numbers ; yet it presents a greater invnediate
appearance of optomism for sustaining a long-term, economic livestoc
opportunity as compared with the current status.
The 1978 Bar X Range Analysi~ and 1977 Bar X Soils Report indicate
that continuation of high intensity grazing will allow current soil
loss to continue at the projected rate of 5 to 20 tons per acre/per
year.
Since the overall effects are uncertain or possibly negative for
this alternative, indirect effect s are even more difficult to project. A slight improvement in wildlife habitat should be reflected
in .-Ii ldl i fe populations and some1-1hat improved recreational opportunities. However, if soil erosion continues at an unacceptable
level, aquatic habitat will remain in a degradated state.
The alternative will have minimal effects on fire management.

The expected outputs of goods and services are expressed i n standan
service wide t erminol ogy as per FSH - Management Information Handbook, 1309.1 1 (9/20/ 77 }.
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Output
Improved Watershed Conditions (by 1990)
Maintained Watershed Condition (by 1990)
Retrogressed Watershed Conditions {by 1990)
Grazing Use-Livestock {AUM's per year)
Improved Water Quality to Meet Minimum
Standards (by 1990)
Soil Resource Improvement

Quantity
0 Acres
15 MAcres
15 t1 Acres
710 AUM s
1

0

0 MAcres

The capital investments included in the alternative are not cost
effective (cost/benefits) return on each dollar invested yields
only twenty-six cents {1.00/.26). The overall capital investment
proposal has an estimated net present \•1orth of $-40,700. The
calculations are based on $5.00 value of an AUM with a 10% discount rate. A detailed cost effectiveness analysis for this alternative is contained in the{l978 Bar X Range Analysis).
Since the 1978 Bar X Range Analysis and Bar X Soils Reoort indicate
that most of the Bar Xis not capable of sustained grazing without
further excessive soil loss, long-term productivity may well decline as a result of the implementation of this alternative, the
gradual loss of natural resources may in turn becrnne both irreversible and irretrievable.
Alternative #6 - Take No Action - Continue Grazin at Present Stocki
Level and Leve of Mana ement 7065 AUM's 468 CYL and 207 Yearlin s
10 Months .
Direct Effects
Implementation of this alternative will allow continued accelerated
resource deterioration . Range and wildlife habitat condition will
continue to rapidly deteriorate . Soil and watershed conditions will
also continue to rapidly deteriorate.
None of the evaluation criteria established \·1ill be fulfilled.
The major effect of implementation v,ill be the continued massive
soil loss due to sheet erosion. Effective ground cover can be expected to decrease. Soil losses projected by the Universal Soil Los
Equation Program "ii 11 range from 5 tons per acre to over 20 tons per
acre on most sites. Grazing capacity \<Jill decline at a faster rate
because of plant die-off. As grass plants die off, cattle diets
will shi ft to browse species such as turbinella oak, ceanothus,
and mour,tain mahogany resulting in increased cattle-deer competitior
f or forage. Even after grass avail abi 1ity hils decreased drasticall}
livestock will continue to survive on woody vegetation and occasional annual species such as fil aree {Erodium cicutai-ium) and
Indi anwheat {Plantago spp.). This shift in cattle diet from grass
species to woody species has already begun and i s becoming si gni ficant. Over time, with a decreasing diet, death loss and poor
calf crops would decrease the economic viability of cattle ran chi ng .
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Deteriorated watersheds will undoubtedly yield low quality water.
Decreased plant cover will result in deteriorated wildlife and
aquatic habitat and will be reflected in decreased recreational
opportunities.
Unavoidable adverse effects are described in the Direct Effects
section.
The expected outputs of goods and services are expressed in standarc
service wide terminology as per FSH - Management Information Handbook, 1309.11 (9/20/77).
Output
Improved Watershed Conditions
Maintained Watershed Conditions
Retrogressed \~atershed Conditions
Grazing Use-Livestock (AUM' s per year)
Improved Water Quality to Meet Minimum
Standards (by 1990)
Soil Resource Improvement

Quantity
0 M Acres
0 M Acres

31 MAcres
7065 AUM's
None
0 M Acres

The extreme overstocking involved in this alternative precludes
capital investment in range improvements .
-

This alternative places a short- term use (grazing) as a priority
over long-term productivity {sustained yield}. Long-term productivity will decline rapidly and as a result will, over time, preclude further grazing and other beneficial uses of the range resourc
and National Forest Lands involved.
The continuation of present management and overgrazing will over
a short period of time irreversibly and irretrievably destroy the
range resource due to excessive plant and soil loss .

VII.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
The six alternatives present a broad spectrum of options and management direction. The permittees proposal {Alternative #4) and the
"take no action" (Alternative #6) alternatives are quite similar in
that they are both envir·onmenta 1ly unsound management proposals.
Alternative #4, even ~,ith modification by eliminating the option of
variable stocking \'lith yearlings, will result in continued environmental degradation.
The 11 take no action" alternative (fi6) provides no opportunity for
resource improvement, rather it wil 1 allo\•J accelerated resource
deterioration to proceed to a point \·there the land's capability
to sustain grazing, wildlife, \'/iltershed values and overall long- tern
productivity i s los t .
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VIII .

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED FOREST SERVICE ALTERNATIVE
The Forest Service preferred alternative is Alternative #5, the
alternative which provides 710 AUM's based on Production-Utilization Studies conducted from 1973 to 1975.

This alternative presents some opportunity for resource improvement, but involves some degree of risk in that some established
resource management objectives and goals may not be met. Grazing
710 AUM's under improved management represents the upper limit
of grazing pressure that the range resource can perhaps \-lithstand
without further degradation while mai ntaining grazi ng as one of the
uses of the land.
Implementation of this alternative \·1ill most likely be met wi th resistance by the grazing permittee as would selection of any al ternative other than the permittee's own proposal (Alternative #4)
or Alternative #6.
IX.

MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS ANO CONSTRAINTS
The Bar X, Young~ Colcord and Haigler Creek term permit number

12-429 will be reduced to 710 AUM s (59 CYL). The reduction in
pennitted livestock will be accomplished in annual increments with
20% of the current term numbers being removed per year via the
fol l01-1ing schedule.
1

468 Cattle

1/1 to 12/31
1/1 to 10/31

Year 2

374 Cattle

166 Yearlings

1/1 to 12/31
1/1 to 10/31

Year 3

280 Cattle
125 Yearlings

1/1 to 12/31
1/1 to 10/31

Year 4

186 Cattle
84 Yearlings

1/1 to 12/31
1/1 to 10/31

Year 5

92 Cattle
43 Yearlings

1/1 to 12/31
1/1 to 10/31

Year 6

59 Cattle

1/1 to 12/ 31

Year 1

207 Yearlings

A management plan will be developed and implemented utilizing the
following basic management direction and guidelines .
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The proposed management system in this alternative to be implemented
on the Bar Xis a variation of the Santa Rita Three Pasture System.
The system provides for spring-summer rest two years out of three.
Research at the Santa Rita Experimental Range near Tucson indicates
that this system will provide the fastest range condition improvement and incorporates opportunities to provide rest for pastures
during implementation of non-structural range improvement, (Response
of Semi-desert Grasses to Seasonal Rest, Martin, S. Clark - Journal
of Range Management - May 1973, pg. 165-170}.
Since the Bar X, Haigler Creek, Colcord and Young Allotments have
more than an adequate number of fences, pastures, and developed
and natural stock waters, several units have been combined to provide three major grazing units of si~ilar capacity. These units
are combined as follows:
*Unit #1 - Bar X, Oxbow, West Hole and +Y
*Unit #2 - Grasshopper, Windmill
*Unit #3 - Ory Creek, Round tlountain, Steer
In the process of combining pastures and forming major grazir.g units
several livestock management benefits are provi ded. Each major
grazing unit is composed of at least two pastures which \•1i 11 allow
management alternatives such as bull pastures, v1eaning pastures,
horse pastures, or specialized breeding pastures.

The proposed sys t em of management \•JOuld follow this grazing schedule
Year (2}

Year {l)

Spring

Unit

Spring
Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

#1
#2
#3

Graze
Rest
Rest

Rest

Graze
Rest

Rest
Rest

Graze
Rest

Graze

Rest

Vear (4)

Year (3)
Spri ng

Unit

Su1m1er

Hinter

Spring
Summer

\Jin te r

#1
#2
#3

Rest

Graze
Res t

Rest
Rest
Graze

Gra ze
Rest
Re st

Rest
Graze
Res t

*Sec attacl~d ManagenEnt Pl an Map (appendix)
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The proposed system of management is not possible and will not
produce the positive benefits needed unless stocking is drastically
reduced. If the adjustment in numbers is prolonged over time, in
excess of five years, another system may be needed in the interim
period.
The proposed grazing system will accomodate several types of livestock management opportunities such as a cow-calf operation, a
yearling operation (seasonally) or a cow-calf-yearling operation
with only minor adjusbnents in livestock movement dates .
Non-structural range improvement on the Bar Xis drastically limited
by soil sensitivity and erosion hazard . Any proposed treatment of
the range must not cause significant soil disturbance. Since most
of the areas suitable for mechanical juniper control were treated in
the late 1960's, additional pushing or bulldozing juniper, chaining,
cabling, or major soil scarifi cation for seeding are all significant
disturbances which the soil resource cannot tol erate. Vegetation
manipulation must be limited to the following items: broadcast burni
in the juniper and oak type upon accumulation of enough fine fuel
to carry fire, broadcast burning in the grassland areas to maintain
the grassland type, and possibly herbicidal treatment (by hand) of
alligator juniper, and broadcast seeding .
Proposed non-structural range improvement work includes: (1) broadcast burning of 2,278 acres to maintain grassland-savannah and (2)
juniper control on 574 acres. The proposed juniper control could be
conducted via fueh,ood removal projects . (See attached cost benefit analysis . )
Visual resource and cultural resource input along with rare and endangered pl ant consideration \ii 11 be requested in the devel oprnent
of project plans .
Adequate structural range improvements exist on the allotment, but
these will require some heavy maintenance to ensure their effectiveness.
The Heber-Reno Sheep Driveway is not included within the Bar X
(4 Allotments) and will not be included in the management system
as per Mogollon Rim Land Use Plan , 1977.
X.

CONSULTATION l-/ITH OTHERS
The following individuals and organization representatives were consulted concerning the resource problems on the Bar X: (Other than
Forest Service specialists . )
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,

Pete Jacoby

Range Management Specialist
Extension Service University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

Jack Davis

Area Game Manager
Arizona Game & Fish
Star Valley9 Arizona

Mike Yeager

Regional Supervisor - R-5
Arizona Game & Fish
Phoenix, Arizona

Gary Lamoni ca

Arizona ~lil d life Federation
Phoenix, Arizona

Steve Galliziolli

Research Director
Arizona Game & Fish
Phoenix, Arizona

Glenn Hamilton

Bar X Permittee
Peoria, Arizona

Barry Freeman

Bar X Pennittee s Management Consultant
American Ag. International
Tucson, Arizona
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